Please observe the following restrictions before course enrolment.
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Restrictions on No. of classes to be kept in shopping cart:

a. One student can only put a maximum of 2 University GE classes (prefix: UG) in the shopping cart for one academic term. The ceiling will count the classes in shopping cart together with the enrolled and waitlisted classes under “My Class Schedule”. After reaching the ceiling, student needs to drop the class(es) before student can add another one up to 2 (maximum).

Checking will be carried out when ‘Next’ is clicked.
one student can only put a maximum of 1 required Physical Education classes (prefix: PHED and section code not start with ‘X’) and 1 elective Physical Education classes (prefix PHED and section code starting with ‘X’) in the shopping cart for one academic term. If student has already enrolled 1 PHED class, student needs to drop it before student can add another one.

Checking will be carried out when ‘Next’ is clicked.

A maximum of 1 Physical Education classes (prefix: PHED) can be put in your shopping cart, including enrolled class under “My Class Schedule”. After reaching the ceiling, you must drop one class before you can add another into the shopping cart.
Restrictions on No. of classes to be submitted in each enrolment attempt:

1. One student can only submit 8 classes in each enrolment attempt
2. One student can only submit 2 class sections of same course in each enrolment attempt

System will warn student when attempting to add classes into shopping cart exceed the above rules.

Student can put a lot of classes into shopping cart, but if they exceed the limit set by the above rules, student has to submit the enrolment attempt through the ‘Plan’ function with selection of classes according to the above rules. Below is a screen cap of the “Plan Function” for your reference.

Warning & Error Messages:

Rule 1: **One student can only submit 8 classes in each enrolment attempt**

*Warning Message display when adding classes in shopping cart*

Number of classes in Shopping Cart exceeded the limit 8 (21700,11)

In your shopping cart, total number of classes exceeds the specified limit. Please reduce the number of classes.

**Attention:**

- The system will prohibit you submitting your enrollment attempt with the number of classes exceed the limit.

*Error message when submitting the enrolment attempt:*
Shopping Cart

In your shopping cart, total number of classes exceeds the specified limit. Please reduce the number of classes.

Attention:

- The system will prohibit you submitting your enrollment attempt with the number of classes exceed the limit.
Rule 2: **One student can only submit 2 class sections of same course in each enrolment attempt**

**Warning Message display when adding classes in shopping cart**

Number of sections of same course (UGEA 1310) exceeded the limit. 2 (21 700, 10)

In your shopping cart, total number of class sections of a course exceeds the specified limit. Please reduce the number of class sections of the course.

**Attention:**

- The system will prohibit you submitting your enrollment attempt with the number of class sections of a course exceed the limit.

**Error message when submitting the enrolment attempt:**

**CHAN, Siu Lai 陳小麗**

Add Classes

- In your shopping cart, total number of class sections of a course exceeds the specified limit. Please reduce the number of class sections of the course.

  **Attention:**

  - The system will prohibit you submitting your enrollment attempt with the number of class sections of a course exceed the limit.